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ABSTRACT
Background. Peak oxygen consumption (VO2) is reduced in
women with a history of breast cancer (BC). We measured leg
blood flow, oxygenation, bioenergetics, and muscle composition in women with BC treated with anthracycline chemotherapy (n = 16, mean age: 56 years) and age- and body mass
index–matched controls (n = 16).
Materials and Methods. Whole-body peak VO2 was measured during cycle exercise. 31Phosphorus magnetic resonance (MR) spectroscopy was used to measure muscle
bioenergetics during and after incremental to maximal
plantar flexion exercise (PFE). MR imaging was used to measure lower leg blood flow, venous oxygen saturation (SvO2),
and VO2 during submaximal PFE, and abdominal, thigh, and
lower leg intermuscular fat (IMF) and skeletal muscle (SM).
Results. Whole-body peak VO2 was significantly lower in BC survivors versus controls (23.1 ! 7.5 vs. 29.5 ! 7.7 mL/kg/minute).

Muscle bioenergetics and mitochondrial oxidative capacity were
not different between groups. No group differences were found
during submaximal PFE for lower leg blood flow, SvO2, or VO2.
The IMF-to-SM ratio was higher in the thigh and lower leg in BC
survivors (0.36 ! 0.19 vs. 0.22 ! 0.07, p = .01; 0.10 ! 0.06
vs. 0.06 ! 0.02, p = .03, respectively) and were inversely related
to whole-body peak VO2 (r = −0.71, p = .002; r = −0.68, p = .003,
respectively). In the lower leg, IMF-to-SM ratio was inversely
related to VO2 and O2 extraction during PFE.
Conclusion. SM bioenergetics and oxidative capacity in response to PFE are not impaired following anthracycline
treatment. Abnormal SM composition (increased thigh and
lower leg IMF-to-SM ratio) may be an important contributor to reduced peak VO2 during whole-body exercise
among anthracycline-treated BC survivors. The Oncologist
2020;25:e852–e860

Implications for Practice: Peak oxygen consumption (peak VO2) is reduced in breast cancer (BC) survivors and is prognostic of
increased risk of cardiovascular disease-related and all-cause mortality. Results of this study demonstrated that in the presence of
deficits in peak VO2 1 year after anthracycline therapy, skeletal muscle bioenergetics and oxygenation are not impaired. Rather,
body composition deterioration (e.g., increased ratio of intermuscular fat to skeletal muscle) may contribute to reduced exercise
tolerance in anthracycline BC survivors. This finding points to the importance of lifestyle interventions including caloric restriction
and exercise training to restore body composition and cardiovascular health in the BC survivorship setting.

INTRODUCTION
Advances in prevention, early detection, and treatment of
early-stage breast cancer (BC) have dramatically improved
survival, and consequently, other conditions including cardiovascular disease (CVD) now compete with BC as the

primary cause of mortality [1, 2]. Women with a history of
BC are at greater risk for CVD and related mortality relative
to women without BC. It is well established that following
treatment for BC, cardiorespiratory fitness, measured as
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peak oxygen uptake (peak VO2) during whole-body exercise,
is ≈20% lower than age- and sex-matched controls [3–8].
Low cardiorespiratory fitness is associated with increased
heart failure incidence, cardiovascular events, and both CVDrelated and all-cause mortality [9].
Several BC therapies can cause cardiovascular injury,
including anthracycline chemotherapy, which is associated
with a dose-dependent, progressive, myocardial injury [10].
Accordingly, impairments in peak VO2 could be attributed to
“central” limitations that reduce peak exercise cardiac output
and left ventricular ejection fraction—the current clinical standard measure for detecting and monitoring cardiotoxicity [7,
11, 12]. However, “peripheral” impairments in exercise blood
flow, citrate synthase activity, and relative reductions in oxidative muscle fiber and capillarity have been reported in individuals after systemic cancer therapy [11, 13–15]. Abnormalities
in skeletal muscle composition may also limit exercise tolerance; Reding et al. reported peak VO2 was inversely related to
the ratio of intermuscular fat (IMF) to skeletal muscle
(SM) within the paraspinal muscles in cancer survivors [16].
Given that O2 consumption during cycle exercise occurs predominantly in the muscles of the thigh and lower leg, skeletal
muscle composition in the leg is likely a more important determinant of peak VO2. Prior reports studied populations heterogeneous for both cancer type and treatment, or only assessed
acute changes during active treatment. Accordingly, the aims
of this study were as follows: (a) to comprehensively compare
noninvasive measures of leg SM composition, rest and exercise blood flow, O2 extraction, VO2, and oxidative metabolism
during plantar flexion exercise (PFE) using magnetic resonance
(MR) imaging, 31P spectroscopy, and whole-body (cycle) peak
VO2 in BC survivors approximately 1 year after anthracycline
treatment and age- and body mass index (BMI)-matched noncancer controls; and (b) to evaluate the relationship between
thigh, lower leg, and paraspinal SM composition and wholebody peak VO2. We hypothesized that BC survivors would
have attenuated exercise leg blood flow, impaired SM oxidative capacity, and unfavorable SM composition compared
with controls and that IMF-to-SM ratio in the leg would be
inversely related to peak VO2. An exploratory objective was to
assess underlying effects of the IMF-to-SM ratio by examining
its relationship with measures of exercise metabolism, blood
flow, VO2, and O2 extraction in the lower leg of anthracyclinetreated BC survivors and noncancer controls.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
Thirty-two women participated in this cross-sectional study,
with 16 BC survivors and 16 age- and BMI-matched noncancer controls. The women with BC were recruited from a
randomly selected cohort of 75 BC survivors who received
anthracycline treatment at the Cross Cancer Institute
(Edmonton, Canada) in the previous year, by mailing an invitation to participate. The women with BC who responded
to the letter were then further screened for eligibility, including
an additional inclusion criterion of a minimum of 3.5 months
since receipt of their last anthracycline-based chemotherapy
treatment to avoid effects of acute cardiotoxicity [12]. The
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control participants were recruited from the local community
via word of mouth and recruitment posters. Exclusion criteria
for both groups included a history of cardiovascular disease,
diabetes, or lung disease, and contraindications to MR imaging
(MRI). Controls were also excluded if they had a history of cancer of any type. Informed, written consent was obtained from
all participants, and the study was approved by the University
of Alberta Research Ethics Board.

Cardiorespiratory Fitness
Exercise testing was performed on an electrically braked
upright cycle ergometer (Ergoselect II 1200; Ergoline,
Bitz, Germany) using a staged protocol that started at
20 watts (W) and increased by 15 W every minute until
volitional exhaustion. Expired gas was collected and analyzed using a commercially available metabolic measurement system (Encore229 Vmax; SensorMedics, Yorba
Linda, CA) and the highest 20-second average was used
as whole-body peak VO2. Heart rate (lead II electrocardiogram) was monitored continuously while rating of perceived exertion (RPE) was recorded every 2 minutes and
at peak exercise.

MR Imaging and 31P Magnetic Resonance
Spectroscopy
Skeletal muscle function, resting and exercise metabolism,
and composition were evaluated using a 3.0 T MRI system
(PRISMA; Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany).

Incremental PFE: 31P Metabolism
Subjects performed an incremental to maximal, unilateral
(left leg), supine PFE test using a commercially available MRI
ergometer (Trispect Module; Ergospect, Innsbruck, Austria;
Fig. 1) inside the scanner. Plantar flexion exercise uses relatively small muscle mass, where the limiting role of the heart
is minimized [17], and elicits a metabolic response similar to
the common daily activity of stair climbing [18]. The initial
power output was set at 4 W and increased by 2 W every
minute until volitional exhaustion. A metronome provided a
consistent cadence of 30 contractions/minute and a study
member provided feedback and encouragement from inside
the scanner room to ensure test consistency. Tests were terminated at volitional exhaustion or technique breakdown
(involvement of nonplantar flexor muscle groups or inability
to perform 30 contractions/minute).
31
P spectra, averaged over 12-second intervals, were
acquired continuously from rest, throughout exercise, and for
4 minutes of recovery after cessation of exercise (repetition
time = 1.5 seconds, flip angle = 30 degrees, 8-cm-diameter
31
P radiofrequency coil was used for excitation and signal
reception). Relative concentrations (area under the individual spectra) of phosphocreatine (PCr) and inorganic phosphate (Pi) were measured to generate Pi-to-PCr ratios, and
intracellular pH was calculated from the chemical shift difference between the Pi and PCr signals [19]. The Pi-to-PCr ratio
and pH were compared at 60% of peak power output as a
representative moderate-intensity workload that occurred
prior to a marked reduction in pH for all participants. From
the time of exercise completion, a mono-exponential curve
was fit to the PCr recovery data to calculate the PCr recovery
© AlphaMed Press 2020
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Figure 1. Experimental MRI plantar flexion setup and image acquisition. (A): Experimental setup for plantarflexion exercise device.
(B): Image acquisition for determination of lower leg VO2, showing the typical location for imaging of the superficial femoral vein
and representative SvO2 and blood velocity images, at rest and immediately after exercise. In this subject, SvO2 ≈ 86% at rest and
57% after exercise, with corresponding blood velocities of 7 cm/second and 25 cm/second.
Abbreviations: SvO2, venous oxygen saturation; VO2, oxygen consumption.

time constant, τ(PCr). The Pi-to-PCr ratio at the moderate
exercise intensities and the PCr recovery τ were measured as
indicators of skeletal muscle oxidative metabolism [20]. 31P
spectra were analyzed using custom, in-house-developed
MATLAB code (MATLAB; MathWorks, Natick, MA).

Submaximal PFE Leg Blood Flow, Oxygen Extraction,
and VO2
Following 15–20 minutes of recovery after the incremental
test, participants performed 4 minutes of constant workload
submaximal PFE using the right leg, at 60% of peak power
output. Blood flow and venous oxygen saturation were measured in the right superficial femoral vein just superior to the
knee at rest (prior to exercise), and immediately (<1 second)
after cessation of exercise, using a previously described
method [17, 21–23]. Briefly, MR susceptometry-based oximetry was used to estimate venous oxygen saturation (SvO2)
based on the magnetic field shift associated with the concentration of deoxyhemoglobin [22]. The same MRI acquisition included simultaneous quantification of blood flow
(mL/minute) in the superficial femoral vein. Images were
acquired perpendicular to the superficial femoral vein (axial
image orientation) proximal to the knee (Fig. 1). Together
with arterial oxygen saturation (SaO2, finger pulse oximetry)
and hemoglobin (Hb) concentration (obtained from blood
tests immediately prior to the MRI scan), lower leg VO2 and
O2 extraction were calculated in accordance with the Fick
Principle:
© AlphaMed Press 2020

Lower leg VO2 ðmL=minuteÞ = blood flow ðmL=minuteÞ
× ðSa O2 – Sv O2 , %Þ × ½Hb, g=dL% × 1:34 mL O2 =gHb:
Lower leg O2 extraction was calculated as follows:
O2 extraction = ðSa O2 – Sv O2 Þ=Sa O2 × 100%:

Skeletal Muscle and Fat Composition
At each of the lower leg, thigh, and abdomen regions, a
multislice multiecho acquisition was used to reconstruct
water and fat separated images using the modified Dixon
approach (Fig. 2) [24]. Typical image parameters include a
4-mm slice thickness, axial slice orientation, 1.0–1.3-mm inplane resolution, with 30 slices covering the lower leg,
50 slices covering the thigh, and 12 slices in the abdomen,
with a subset of images selected for analysis at each location. For the lower leg, slices were analyzed from 5 cm
below the proximal end of tibial plateau, as identified on a
sagittal localizer image of the lower leg, to the distal elimination of the gastrocnemius. For the thigh, 10 consecutive
slices were analyzed starting 40 mm from the most distal
point of the femur, as identified using the sagittal localizer
image of femur. In the abdomen, three slices centered at
the middle of the third lumbar vertebrae were identified
using sagittal localizer images of the spine.
Absolute volumes of muscle (SM), intermuscular fat (IMF),
and subcutaneous fat were measured in the lower leg, thigh,
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Figure 2. Magnetic resonance body composition acquisition and analysis by the modified Dixon fat–water separation approach in
the lower leg (A), thigh (B), and abdomen (C) of a representative participant with low intermuscular fat and in the lower leg (D),
thigh (E), and abdomen (F) of a representative participant with high intermuscular fat.

and abdomen. Visceral fat (VF) was also measured in the abdomen. For image segmentation, custom MATLAB code was used
to perform semiautomated analysis to identify the boundaries
of subcutaneous fat, SM, IMF, VF, and bones. All regions were
manually checked and adjusted in each slice to ensure accuracy
of the automated delineation. Volumes for each component
were quantified using the disk summation method at each of the
three regions (lower leg, thigh, and abdomen). The SM and IMF
volumes were used to calculate the ratio of IMF to SM as well as
the SM fat fraction (IMF/(IMF + SM)*100%) in each region.

Descriptive Information
Cardiovascular risk factors and usual physical activity in the
past month were collected by researcher-developed questionnaire and the Godin Leisure-Time Exercise Questionnaire [25].
Diagnosis and treatment history were extracted from medical
records.

Statistical Analysis
Categorical descriptive characteristics were compared between
groups using chi-square tests or Fisher’s exact test for variables
with cell size above or below n = 5, respectively. Student’s t tests
for independent samples were used to compare continuous variables between groups. In the case of nonparametric distribution
of continuous variables (confirmed by the Shapiro-Wilk test), the
Mann-Whitney U test was used instead. Bivariate associations
between IMF-to-SM ratio or SM fat fraction in each region to
relative peak VO2 were characterized with Pearson’s productmoment correlations within both groups combined and confirmed within the BC group alone. Pearson’s correlations were
also used to characterize associations between our parameters
of lower leg function and metabolism and the IMF-to-SM ratio
in the lower leg. Continuous data are presented as mean ! SD.

RESULTS
Participants
Twenty-two women with BC responded to recruitment letters,
and after further screening, six were excluded owing to a
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Table 1. Participant characteristics
Parameter
Age, years
Weight, kg
Body mass index, kg/m2
Self-reported exercise,
minutes/week
Hemoglobin, g/L
Hematocrit, %
Cardiovascular risk factors, %
Sedentary
Hypertension
Hypercholesterolemia
Former smoker
Current smoker
Diabetes
Overweight
Obese

BC
(n = 16)
56 (10)
75.6 (12.0)
29.0 (3.6)
225 (275)

Control
(n = 16)
p value
56 (10)
.95
74.9 (11.7) .87
27.9 (4.9)
.47
313 (208)
.16a

133 (11)
40 (3)

134 (8)
41 (2)

25
13
0
44
0
0
31
44

13
0
13
50
0
0
50
44

.65
.48
.48
.72
—
—
.47
1

44
6
19
0

.72
1
1
1

—
—

—
—

307 (75)
3
1/6/9

—
—
—

—
—
—

15
11

—
—

—
—

Other comorbid conditions, %
Arthritis
31
Osteoporosis
13
Thyroid disorder
13
Lung disease
0
Breast cancer characteristics
Stage II/III/IV, n
8/7/1
Epirubicin/doxorubicin, n 15/1
Dose, mg/m2
Does reduction, n
No surgery/lumpectomy/
mastectomy, n
Radiation therapy, n
Hormone therapy, n

.67
.51

Results are presented as mean (SD).
Abbreviations: —, not applicable; BC, breast cancer.
a
Nonparametric distribute, Mann-Whitney U/ test used.
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Table 2. Cardiopulmonary exercise performance during cycle
exercise and lower leg muscle metabolism and oxygenation at
rest and after plantar flexion exercise in BC survivors and controls

Table 3. Body composition in the thigh, lower leg, and
abdomen

Parameter
Peak cycle ergometry
Power output, W
Oxygen uptake,
L/minute
Oxygen uptake,
mL/kg/minute
Respiratory exchange
ratio
SaO2, %
Heart rate, bpm
Rating of perceived
exertion, 0–10 scale
Rest, lower leg
Pi-to-PCr ratio
pH
Blood flow, mL/minute
Pulse oximeter SaO2, %
SvO2, %

Thigha
Total volume, mL
754 ! 83
771 ! 147
Subcutaneous fat, mL 397 ! 83
420 ! 127
Muscle, mL
249 ! 53
266 ! 37
Intermuscular fat, mL
82 ! 31
58 ! 17
IMF-to-SM ratio
0.36 ! 0.19 0.22 ! 0.07
SM fat fraction, %
25 ! 10
18 ! 5
b
Lower leg

BC

Control

p value

132 (31)
1.69 (0.37)

165 (30)
2.13 (0.41)

<.01
<.01

23.1 (7.5)

29.5 (7.7)

.02

1.29 (0.09)

1.27 (0.08)

.60

96 (2)
166 (12)
9 (1)

94 (2)
161 (14)
9 (1)

.08
.35
.68

0.10 (0.03)
7.06 (0.06)
55 (23)
97 (2)
74 (5)

0.11 (0.03)
7.08 (0.10)
77 (29)
98 (2)
80 (5)

.24
.44
.02
.36
<.01

0.18 (0.05)
2.3 (0.54)

.01
.64

12.1 (2.4)
581 (198)
54 (5)
0.45 ! 0.06
45 (15)

.09
.41
.81
.72
.31

19.6 (3.4)

.13

100 (20)
10 (0)

.84
.28

O2 extraction ratio
0.24 (0.06)
VO2, mL/minute
2.1 (0.84)
Submaximal (60% of peak)
plantar flexion exercise
Power output, W
10.9 (1.2)
Blood flow, mL/minute 526 (171)
SvO2, %
55 (7)
O2 extraction ratio
0.44 ! 0.07
Peak VO2, mL/minute
40 (15)
Peak plantar flexion exercise
Power output, W
18.0 (2.4)
Heart rate, bpm
Rating of perceived
exertion, 0–10 for
lower leg
Pi-to-PCr ratio
pH
Recovery, lower leg
PCr τ, seconds

102 (16)
10 (1)
0.98 (0.32)
6.46 (0.22)

0.90 (0.24)
6.45 (0.28)

.41
.39

36 (11)

33 (9)

.33

Data are presented as mean (SD). Bolded p values are statistically
significant.
Abbreviations: BC, breast cancer; PCr, phosphocreatine; Pi, inorganic
phosphate; SaO2, arterial oxygen saturation; SvO2, venous oxygen saturation; VO2, oxygen consumption.

history of diabetes (n = 2), MRI incompatibility (n = 2), and failure to respond to follow-up calls regarding scheduling (n = 2).
Of the remaining 16 BC survivors who enrolled, 15 received epirubicin, 1 received doxorubicin, 15 received radiation therapy,
and none received trastuzumab (Table 1). On average, BC survivors were studied 12.8 ! 4.7 months after administration of
the final anthracycline treatment. The groups were well matched for age, weight, body mass index, hemoglobin, cardiovascular risk factors, and self-reported exercise (Table 1).
© AlphaMed Press 2020

Variable

BC (n = 16)

Controls (n = 16) p value

Total volume, mL
1,599 ! 285 1,884 ! 395
Subcutaneous fat, mL 659 ! 189 787 ! 264
Muscle, mL
752 ! 149 903 ! 162
Intermuscular fat, mL
65 ! 32
51 ! 23
IMF-to-SM ratio
0.10 ! 0.06 0.06 ! 0.02
SM fat fraction, %
9!5
5!2
c
Abdomen
Total volume, mL
1,684 ! 471 1,490 ! 473

Subcutaneous fat, mL 897 ! 258 823 ! 379
Muscle, mL
313 ! 39
340 ! 32
Intermuscular fat, mL
69 ! 27
53 ! 28
IMF-to-SM ratio
0.22 ! 0.10 0.16 ! 0.09
SM fat fraction, %
18 ! 6
13 ! 6
Visceral fat
406 ! 217 273 ! 123

.70
.55
.27
.01
.01
.02
.03
.13
.01
.06
.03
.02
.25
.52
.04
.13
.06
.06
.04

Bolded p values are statistically significant.
a
Thigh data is for 4 cm of transverse slices starting 4 cm from the
distal end of femur.
b
Lower leg data is for the whole lower leg starting 5 cm below the
tibial plateau until the distal end of the gastrocnemius.
c
Lumbar spine data is 1.2-cm section of transverse images at the
center of the third lumbar vertebrae.
Abbreviations: IMF, intermuscular fat; SM, skeletal muscle.

Cardiorespiratory Fitness
Peak cycle ergometer power output (132 ! 31 vs. 165 ! 30 W,
p < .01), absolute peak VO2 (1.69 ! 0.37 vs. 2.13 ! 0.41
L/minute, p < .01), and peak VO2 indexed to body mass
(23.1 ! 7.5 vs. 29.5 ! 7.7 mL/kg/minute, p = .02) were significantly lower in BC survivors compared with controls. Peak exercise heart rate, SaO2, respiratory exchange ratio, and rating of
perceived exertion did not differ between groups (Table 2).

Skeletal Muscle Oxidative Capacity
Resting Pi-to-PCr ratio and pH were similar in both groups
(Table 2). Peak PFE power output, heart rate, rating of perceived
exertion, Pi-to-PCr ratio, and pH were not different between
groups (Table 2). Skeletal muscle oxidative capacity, measured
as Pi-to-PCr ratio at a moderate-intensity submaximal exercise
workloads and by postexercise PCr recovery τ, did not differ
between BC and controls (Table 2), with similar results for pH.

Rest and Submaximal Exercise Lower Leg VO2 and Its
Determinants
Resting lower leg SvO2 was lower in the BC as compared with
the control group (74 ! 5 vs. 80 ! 5%, p < .01), corresponding
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Table 4. Pearson correlations between lower leg IMF-to-SM
ratio and skeletal muscle function, resting, and exercise
metabolism
Parameter
Peak plantar
flexion power
output

BC group (n = 16) All participants (n = 32)
r
p value r
p value
−0.24
.38
−0.29
.11

Peak plantar
−0.20
flexion Pi-to-PCr
ratio
Peak plantar
0.42
flexion pH
Pi-to-PCr ratio at
0.21
~60% peak power
pH at ~60% peak
0.12
power
PCr recovery tau
0.03
Lower leg exercise −0.37
blood flow
Lower leg exercise −0.63
VO2
Lower leg exercise 0.76
SvO2 (%)
Lower leg exercise −0.71
O2 extraction

.46

−0.17

.35

.11

0.22

.21

.44

0.07

.71

.66

0.17

.35

.92
.16

0.14
−0.35

.43
.05

.008

−0.64

.008

<.001

0.70

<.001

.002

−0.67

<.001

Bolded p values are statistically significant.
Abbreviations: BC, breast cancer; PCr, phosphocreatine; Pi, inorganic
phosphate; SvO2, venous oxygen saturation; VO2, oxygen consumption.

between groups. In the thigh, SM volume did not differ
between groups, but IMF volume (82 ! 31 vs. 58 ! 17 mL,
p = .01), IMF-to-SM ratio (0.36 ! 0.19 vs. 0.22 ! 0.07,
p = .01), and SM fat fraction (25 ! 10 vs. 18 ! 5%, p = .02)
were all significantly higher in BC compared with controls.
In the lower leg, SM was reduced (752 ! 149 vs. 903 ! 162
mL, p = .01; Table 3) and IMF volume did not differ,
whereas the IMF-to-SM ratio (0.10 ! 0.06 vs. 0.06 ! 0.02,
p = .03) and the SM fat fraction (9 ! 5 vs. 5 ! 2%, p = .02;
Table 3) were significantly higher in BC.
Figure 3. Relationship between IMF-to-SM ratio and whole-body
peak VO2 for the paraspinal, thigh, and lower leg muscle regions.
Abbreviations: IMF, intermuscular fat; SM, skeletal muscle; VO2,
oxygen consumption.

to a higher O2 extraction ratio (0.24 ! 0.06 vs. 0.18 ! 0.05,
p = .01), whereas leg blood flow was lower in the BC group
(55 ! 23 vs. 77 ! 29 mL/minute, p = .02), resulting in no difference between groups for resting leg VO2 (Table 2). Power
output, leg VO2, blood flow, SvO2, and O2 extraction were similar between groups during submaximal PFE (Table 2).

Body Composition
Subcutaneous fat volume did not differ between groups for
the abdomen, thigh, or lower leg regions (Table 3). In the
abdomen, visceral fat volume was higher (BC 406 ! 217
vs. 273 + 123 mL, p = .04), paraspinal SM volume was lower
(313 ! 39 vs. 340 ! 32 mL, p = .04), but absolute IMF volume, IMF-to-SM ratio, and SM fat fraction did not differ
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Relationship of Skeletal Muscle and Intermuscular
Fat with Whole-Body Peak VO2
On analysis of all study participants combined, the IMF-to-SM
ratio in the paraspinal, thigh, and lower leg muscle groups
each had a strong, inverse relationship to whole-body relative
peak VO2 (r = −0.70, p < .001, r = −0.72, p < .001, and
r = −0.66, p < .001 respectively; Fig. 3). These relationships
were similarly strong in the BC group (paraspinal: r = −0.70,
p = .003; thigh: r = −0.71, p = .002; lower leg: r = −0.68,
p = .003). The SM fat fraction had a slightly stronger relationship with whole-body peak VO2 than the IMF-to-SM ratio, in
all regions (paraspinal: r = −0.73, p < .001; thigh: r = −0.78,
p < .001; lower leg: r = −0.71, p < .001).

Relationship of Lower Leg Muscle Composition,
Resting and Exercise Metabolism, Blood Flow,
Oxygen Consumption, and Extraction
The lower leg IMF-to-SM ratio and absolute muscle mass
were not related to lower leg peak power output, Pi-to-PCr
© AlphaMed Press 2020
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ratio, or pH (Table 4). Lower leg IMF-to-SM ratio correlated
strongly and positively with lower leg submaximal exercise
SvO2 (r = 0.70, p < .001). The IMF-to-SM ratio also had a
strong inverse relationship with lower leg submaximal exercise VO2 and O2 extraction (r = −0.64, p = .008; r = −0.67,
p < .001) and a moderate inverse relationship with lower
leg exercise blood flow (r = −0.35, p = .05; Table 4). These
relationships were similarly evident within the BC group
alone, except for blood flow, where the correlation effect
size was similar but no longer significant owing to greater
variability (r = −0.37, p = .16).

DISCUSSION
Peak VO2 is a strong independent predictor of CVD, disability, and mortality in healthy and clinical populations [26].
Following BC treatment, women have a peak VO2 that is on
average 20% lower than age-matched healthy sedentary
women [3–8]. The mechanisms responsible for the reduced
exercise tolerance are not well understood; however, recent
evidence suggests that “noncardiac” peripheral abnormalities associated with chemotherapy may be important contributors to reduced exercise tolerance [13, 16]. The major
new finding of this study is that despite a significantly lower
peak VO2 during whole-body exercise, BC survivors had
preserved lower leg blood flow, leg VO2, and mitochondrial
oxidative capacity relative to controls during unilateral PFE. A
second novel finding is that the IMF-to-SM ratio and SM fat
fraction in the thigh and lower leg are strongly related to peak
VO2, explaining approximately 50% of the variability in cardiorespiratory fitness. We also uncovered potential mediating
mechanisms for the impact of the IMF-to-SM ratio on local
VO2. Specifically, a higher IMF-to-SM ratio in the lower leg
was associated with increased SvO2, reduced muscle VO2,
blood flow, and O2 extraction with moderate-intensity unilateral PFE. Taken together, these results suggest that the primary peripheral impairments evident approximately 1 year
after anthracyclines are abnormalities in skeletal muscle composition, namely, increased IMF, which is an important contributor to the reduced whole-body VO2 and O2 extraction in
BC survivors.

Skeletal Mitochondrial Oxidative Capacity in BC
Survivors
Contrary to our hypothesis, we did not observe impaired
muscle function or reduced oxidative capacity in our group
of BC survivors. Specifically, in response to unilateral PFE
for which maximal blood flow is not limited by convective
O2 delivery, the peak PFE workloads achieved by the BC survivors did not differ from the controls. This was unexpected
given the significant and marked reduction in cycle ergometer power output achieved by the BC group relative to
the control group. Furthermore, the Pi-to-PCr ratio, which
reflects coupling of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) use and
resynthesis, did not differ between groups at rest or at
moderate- and peak-intensity exercise, indicating similar
patterns of aerobic and anaerobic metabolism during exercise (Table 2). Notably, the peak pH at the end of exercise
was similar between groups, indicating comparable states
of metabolic acidosis, allowing for comparison of postexercise
© AlphaMed Press 2020
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PCr recovery [27]. The PCr postexercise recovery τ, a measure
of mitochondrial ATP synthesis [28–30], was not different
between groups, nor was blood flow, a potential confounding
factor (Table 2). Taken together, these results suggest that, on
average, women who received anthracyclines for BC do not
have impaired SM mitochondrial function in response to small
muscle mass exercise where the limiting role of the heart is
minimized.
Using vastus lateralis skeletal muscle biopsy, Mijwel et al.
showed that during receipt of anthracycline chemotherapy,
women with BC experienced a reduction in oxidative muscle
fibers, citrate synthase, and capillarity [13]. These deteriorations were attributed to deconditioning rather than a result of
chemotherapy as a 16-week exercise intervention consisting
of high-intensity aerobic and resistance interval training during
adjuvant chemotherapy attenuated the decline in mitochondrial function [13]. In the present study, the women with BC
were on average 13 months post-anthracycline treatment,
and 75% self-reported performing some physical activity in
the previous month. It is possible that this length of time
since treatment and/or the physical activity performed may
have contributed to recovery or preservation of mitochondrial function.

Skeletal Muscle Composition and Its Relationship
to VO2
Haykowsky et al. previously reported that the reduced peak
VO2 in patients with heart failure and preserved ejection
fraction (HFpEF) was associated with a higher thigh IMF-toSM ratio [31]. Similarly, Reding et al. found inverse correlations between peak VO2 and paraspinal IMF-to-SM ratio in
14 cancer survivors with mixed diagnoses and timing since
treatment [16]. However, Reding et al. did not find differences in absolute amounts of IMF or the IMF-to-SM ratio of
the paraspinal muscles between cancer survivors and noncancer controls. In our study, we used a similar approach to
assess the paraspinal muscle and found a similarly strong
relationship between IMF-to-SM ratio and whole-body peak
VO2. We also assessed composition of the thigh and lower
leg muscles, as the primary muscles driving oxygen uptake
during cycle and PFE. We extended prior noncancer and
cancer studies by demonstrating that BC survivors previously treated with anthracycline chemotherapy have
increased thigh IMF, IMF-to-SM ratio, and SM fat fraction,
reduced lower leg SM, and increased lower leg IMF-to-SM
and SM fat fraction compared with controls. Moreover,
although the average IMF-to-SM ratio and SM fraction varied among the paraspinal, thigh, and lower leg muscles, it
was inversely related to peak whole-body VO2 during cycle
exercise in all three regions, implicating IMF in the pathophysiology of anthracycline-related VO2 deterioration. A
further illustration of the extent of impairment in SM composition among women with BC is that the IMF-to-SM ratio
in our BC group was similar to that reported by Haykowsky
et al. in patients with HFpEF [31]. To our knowledge, no
study has examined the time course or cause of IMF deposition in BC survivors. However, an observational study of
3,241 women found that sarcopenia occurs in one third of
BC at diagnosis [32]. Furthermore, SM loss and weight gain
(increased adiposity) are reported over the course of
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adjuvant therapy, related to a small reduction in physical
activity without an adjustment in caloric intake [33].
We have further added to the understanding of the
impact of IMF on SM metabolism by using novel MRI techniques to noninvasively assess lower leg local VO2 and O2
extraction during submaximal PFE. We did not find any relationship between IMF-to-SM ratio and SM exercise metabolism as assessed by 31P spectroscopy. However, lower leg
IMF-to-SM ratio was inversely related to local exercise VO2
and O2 extraction in both groups (Table 4). Specifically, the
greater the amount of IMF relative to the amount of SM,
the less O2 consumed or extracted with exercise. That we
found this relationship between IMF-to-SM ratio and VO2
for both whole-body and small muscle mass exercise indicates that the impact of IMF on VO2 is independent of
potential “central” limitations. A potential explanation for
this IMF effect can be drawn from a study demonstrating
that blood flow to subcutaneous fat adjacent to exercising
muscle increases in an intensity-dependent manner [34].
This study of subcutaneous fat proposed potential mechanisms of vasodilation of adipose tissue vessels including
(a) heat conduction from working muscle; (b) adenosine formation that occurs in fat during exercise; and (c) conductive
vasodilation up the arterial tree. It is possible that a similar
effect occurs in IMF where blood flow is shunted through
the metabolically inactive IMF, resulting in increased mixed
venous O2 content [34]. Consequently, this could explain the
strong relationship between lower leg IMF-to-SM ratio and
both SvO2 and O2 extraction (Table 4). Another potential
mechanism for the impact of IMF on oxygen extraction is that
the deposits of adipose tissue in the muscle could reduce
muscle oxygen diffusive conductance as a result of a greater
distance for O2 to travel from the capillaries to muscle mitochondria and a limited ability to locally restrict vascular conductance in adipose tissue in close proximity to active SM
[31]. Finally, others have suggested that IMF may result in
lower overall blood flow to a tissue [35]; indeed, we observed
a negative correlation between exercise blood flow to the
entire lower leg (i.e., both fat and lean tissue) and IMF-to-SM
in both groups combined (Table 4).
In other populations, increased levels of IMF are associated with inflammation, insulin resistance, reduced muscular activation, and reduced physical function [36]. In
combination with the findings from the current study, prevention and reduction of IMF accumulation should be an
important goal for individuals with cancer. Both exercise
and dietary interventions can reduce IMF, but in either
case, it appears that weight loss is necessary to achieve
reductions in IMF [36]. Weight loss induced by exercise
may more effectively reduce IMF compared with weight
loss induced by caloric restriction [37–40]. Furthermore,
the combination of caloric restriction and aerobic exercise
appears to be substantially more effective for reducing
IMF compared with caloric restriction and resistance exercise in premenopausal obese women [40].
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Although caution is warranted in extending these measures
to maximal PFE, it is unlikely that group differences would
exist, as the Pi-to-PCr ratio and intracellular pH during and
after incremental to maximal exercise were not different
between groups. Finally, blood flow was measured in the
popliteal vein and was assumed to be representative of
lower leg venous return. Future studies may consider using
positron emission tomography or arterial spin labeling techniques to measure skeletal muscle perfusion during both
isolated and whole-body exercise.

CONCLUSION
In women with BC treated with anthracycline chemotherapy 1 year earlier, peak VO2 and power output during whole
body (cycle) exercise are significantly reduced relative to
age- and BMI-matched controls. However, during small muscle
mass exercise that is not limited by cardiac reserve, women
with BC were able to perform a similar amount of work with a
similar lower leg VO2, blood flow, O2 extraction, and oxidative
capacity to controls. The primary peripheral anomaly in BC
compared with controls was in SM composition, with an
increased IMF-to-SM ratio and SM fat fraction in the thigh
and lower leg among the women with BC. This is an important
difference because a higher IMF-to-SM ratio was associated
with lower whole-body peak VO2 and less lower leg blood
flow, VO2, and O2 extraction. Therefore, IMF appears to play
an important role in the impaired cardiorespiratory fitness
reported following completion of BC treatment. Diet and exercise interventions targeted to reduce the relative amount of
IMF and increase the absolute amount of SM should be investigated as possible therapies to improve cardiorespiratory fitness following cancer therapy.
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